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Abstract—Community Wireless Networks can be a way to
make “Internet access for everyone” possible, by sharing a
broadband Internet connection via WLAN. The underlying idea
is to freely provide network access to anybody in the vicinity
of the wireless access point via a Lower-than-Best-Effort (LBE)
service, such that non-paying users interfere as little as possible
with the “regular” Internet usage. Such a service faces challenges
at various network layers; this paper discusses some of them,
focusing on layers 2, 3 and 4.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

“Lowest-Cost Denominator Networking (LCD-Net)” was
introduced in [1] as a new paradigm that should help make
the Internet available for everyone, by ensuring that users and
network operators can freely share their resources with anybody without being negatively affected. Community Wireless
Networks such as the “Public Access WiFi Service (PAWS)”
project in the UK make such sharing possible via wireless
Access Points (AP) that have to be installed in private homes
which are equipped with a broadband Internet connection –
everyone in range of this access point can get free Internet
access, and the users who share their resources could receive
some form of compensation.
One particular technical requirement is at the core of this
idea: the ability to share the resources of subscribers without
being negatively affected. This requires using the network
in such a way that the shared usage interferes as little as
possible with any other traffic – this is commonly referred to
as providing a “scavenger” or “Less-than-Best-Effort (LBE)”
service. Doing this with Community Wireless Networks brings
about various challenges at (at least) OSI layers 2, 3 and 4. In
the rest of this paper we will discuss these challenges. Section
2, 3 and 4 focus on layer 2, 3 and 4 respectively, and finally
in section 5 the paper concludes.
II.

L AYER 2

If, as in the PAWS project, a dedicated AP is set up to
support LBE traffic, the channel for this access point could
be chosen such that frequency overlap with other WLANs in
the same area is minimized. This by itself could remove any
link layer related problems due to the overlapping channels
between the LBE traffic and that of subscribers. However, this
is not always possible, e.g. in the vicinity of residential or
commercial buildings with many private users. Then, one may
want to consider letting the LBE traffic share the same access
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point as the other traffic due to the lack of available spectrum
space, which would make it necessary to tune the wireless
MAC behavior accordingly.
Generally, it is not possible to guarantee that a certain
way of accessing the wireless medium with Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) mode, i.e. CSMA/CA, would not
interfere with other users. For instance, since any station that
wants to transmit data applies Listen Before Talk (LBT),
any ongoing transmission, LBE or not, will keep that station
from data transmission. However, certain parameters could be
tuned – e.g. Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send (RTS/CTS) could
be enabled, reducing the chance for frame collision, a large
Contention Window (CW) could be used [2] for transmitting
LBE traffic to reduce the channel access probability for LBE
user when subscriber’s device has some data to transmit, or
even complete sets of functions such as 802.11e (QoS) or Point
Coordination Function (PCF) could be applied. PCF generally
takes precedence over DCF, and could therefore be used to
serve all but the LBE traffic.
However, there are few challenges in applying such methods. For instance increase of CW can only be applied to the
downlink LBE traffic since this can be adjusted at the AP
which is in control of subscriber. On the other hand, for the
uplink traffic, this is out of subscriber’s control. However, such
CW increase on the downlink path can still be partially useful
for uplink TCP traffic (or any other transport mechanism that
uses receiver’s feedback) since it can mitigate the dynamism of
TCP’s control loop by treating the uplink TCP’s ACK packets
in LBE fashion. The degree of such impact is a subject for
further research.
Regarding the use of PCF, while it provides a better
centralized control over channel access using polling by the
AP in contention-free period, there are practical limitations
in place. While PCF is an optional part of 802.11 standard,
it hasn’t been adopted by Wi-Fi alliance and therefore most
Wi-Fi devices don’t support PCF. It has also traditionally
been argued that PCF is less efficient than DCF in terms of
channel access since it requires the wireless nodes to transmit
a null frame in response to Contention-Free-Poll (CF-Poll)
frames when those nodes have no data to transmit. Apart
than this, there has also been other reasons for the lack of
PCF deployment in Wi-Fi devices among them the need for
a scalable solution (e.g. DCF) that can be used in wireless
mesh and ad-hoc networks with various number of active and
associated 802.11 nodes positioned in different topological
patterns as the polling of all stations in PCF mode incurs

However, As explained above some but not all of a WLANs
parameters could be tuned at the AP – e.g. the AP can only
use a different CW for a certain user on downlink traffic, i.e.
traffic that the AP sends. Given that the LBE user’s equipment
is not under control of the person offering the service, there
will therefore be limitations in how much “LBEness” can be
achieved in a practical setting, in particular for uplink traffic.
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Similar QoS mechanisms based on PCF such as HCCA in
802.11e share the same fate with PCF in hardware deployment.
Applying PCF for all non-LBE traffic requires the change
in supporting hardware in all subscriber’s wireless devices
including the clients and the AP which in turn limits the
deployability of such solutions.
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overhead when the number of nodes are large and it may also
not be possible where a centralized coordination solution is
not favored (e.g. in wireless mesh networks).
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low bit-rates and hence freeing the channel for the subscriber’s
devices to access.
As shown in Figure 1, while rates chosen by RA mechanisms can be quite different for the TCP uplink traffic, this is
not always the case for TCP downlink traffic. This confirms
the earlier finding from [8] that consecutive collisions are
especially rare on TCP downlink traffic, making it unlikely for
an RA mechanism to erroneously choose a very low physical
rate. Since the LBE node is not under control in the assumed
Community Wireless Network scenario, the upload behavior
cannot be controlled, and hence it might seem unnecessary
to try to construct a more suitable RA mechanism. However,
when channel conditions are worse, RA mechanisms do choose
a lower rate [6], and then the suggested improvement could
be applied even on downloads. As for uploads, it could be a
possibility to at least recommend that LBE users upgrade their
system accordingly, and an AP could try to determine whether
the upgrade is in place on the other side of the connection by
tracking the rates that were chosen.
III.

L AYER 3

At the network layer, the goal of a routing protocol has
usually been to find the shortest path from a source to a
destination. However, this shortest route may be one with low
capacity and it may share links, sub-paths and routers with
high priority traffic. The state of the art in the current Internet
is that there may be several (totally or partially) disjoint paths
between sender and receiver, but only a fraction of these paths
are used. Multiple paths are especially common when hosts are
multi-homed, which is more and more common, in particular
in a Wireless Mesh Network setting that may well be a basis of
a Wireless Community Network. However, such multiple paths
may have very few disjoint links, because each interface finds
its shortest path to the (may be common) destination. MPLS
and other circuit switched protocols can of course create paths
that are different from the shortest path, but the MPLS paths
will be more static than what is needed in an LBE network.
There are other ways to utilize more than one path, e.g. Equal
cost multipath [9], but here, still the main strategy is to use
the shortest paths. Other forms of multipath routing exist, but
how the different paths are created and used are open research
questions [10].
An LBE network should probably be built as a Software
defined network (SDN), where rules for the different types of
traffic can be inserted in the routers [11]. In an LBE network
one could use an SDN based control plane and program it
such that it does not always look for the shortest and fastest
path, but rather finds paths that cause no harm to high priority
traffic or the most energy efficient or least used paths. Instead
of giving weights to links, the routing protocol should use an
algorithm that gives weights to routers based on these other
parameters. Packets that have very low priority (LBE traffic)
may be routed a longer way in the Internet; but as long as the
packets do not interfere with regular traffic or use less energy,
such paths would be ideal for LBE routing.
However, it is not easy to create and maintain such “nonshortest” paths. An obvious obstacle is that they must not
contain loops. This topic has been researched for IP fast
reroute, where a loop free alternative is needed in order to

route packets around components (switches, routers, links) that
have failed. This is being immediately, i.e. when a router sees a
failed component on the next hop, it instantly switches traffic to
another path that avoids the failed component. If information
about a failed network element is transmitted to an ingress
router, this ingress router can choose a new path for the data
it sends, and in this way avoid the faulty network element. A
mechanism that may achieve this uses a set of preconfigured
topologies, where a set of routers (and links) that may fail can
be pre-deleted from the topology [12]. When forwarding tables
are built for these topologies, these routers and links will not
be used for forwarding traffic. The IETF standard for multi
topology (MT) routing has been identified as a mechanism
that can be used for this, although MT routing was originally
meant for transporting different kinds of traffic over different
paths [13]. MT routing is ideal to route LBE traffic over paths
that are not used for regular higher priority traffic, e.g. long
delay paths, cheap paths, unreliable paths and energy efficient
paths. Using a lightweight tunneling approach, it is possible to
always find a route that avoids just one link or one router that
is dedicated to high priority traffic, and should not be used at
all for LBE traffic [14] [15].
Traffic Engineering (TE) methods are used in order to
optimize and configure the use of network resources, e.g.
ensuring that urgent data are not routed over long lasting
bottlenecks in the network, and if it is, alleviate the bottleneck
by routing traffic around them. With SDN many of the TE
tasks are integrated in the software defined control plane so
that forwarding tables are set according to the wishes of the
network owner. Since the time aspect in TE traditionally is long
(hours, days, weeks), parameters like traffic load (the traffic
matrix), QoS and resilience (e.g. creating backup paths) are
considered. Traffic engineering is often classified as on-line or
off-line [16]. Usually off-line TE is performed with manual
help, while online TE means that automated methods are in
use. With SDN one might say that online TE is now much
easier to perform as an integral part of the regular control
plane.
Traditionally there has been a sharp distinction between
routing and Traffic Engineering. Within a network that also
is to accommodate LBE traffic, the control plane must be
programmed to undertake tasks that have previously been
considered TE tasks. The network owner must get the ability
to implement the routing protocol of choice, i.e. the owner
must be able to build network layer components that offer
exactly the services that the high priority customer needs,
and at the same time be able to accommodate LBE traffic
when resources are available. The routers do not need to have
only one forwarding table, or use only one forwarding rule
[13]. Forwarding can be based on any set of parameters that
the network owner wants. Using the shortest path might be
a choice taken only for small high priority packets. For less
urgent traffic, a longer path with more delay might be the better
choice.
Small packets may incur overhead and extra energy usage
in a network. A router in an area with poor access to power
– which is not unlikely in a LCD-Net-like setting, e.g. in
economically challenged parts of the world – may only be
operational for a few minutes or a few hours or a day. Then
packets destined for the same egress should be aggregated in

In this example (Figure 2), several (three) messages are
sent to E1, and they are all to be routed to E9. When the
interior network from E1 to E3 are available for LBE traffic,
the aggregate is tunneled to E3. The routing protocol is such
that the chosen path may be either via C2 or via C3, depending
of which routers and links have most spare capacity and incur
least overhead and cost. In the same way the aggregate is
tunneled further via E5, E6 and E7, until it ends up in E9.
Here the aggregate is unpacked and three messages are sent
on to their final destinations.
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different priority queues. Packets scheduling mechanisms such
as weighted fair queuing (WFQ) and weighted RED (WRED)
[23] can also be combined with AQM mechanisms to fulfill
this goal by giving precedence to the subscriber’s traffic over
LBE traffic.
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the ingress and when power and a path become available, sent
immediately as one large burst. Forwarding of such aggregated
burst could also be performed as tunnels from ingress to
egress through an Aggregation Domain (AD). This could also
simplify the forwarding tables within the network: all the
information needed is the next hop towards the egress. A burst
of packets (an aggregate) is sent from one ingress edge router
to an egress edge router in the same AD when the interior
network within the domain is connected and has available
capacity for LBE traffic. An aggregate in an egress router is
transmitted to the ingress router of the next AD when this link
is up and there is room for LBE traffic. The architecture may
be such that sometimes the egress router of one domain is the
same as the ingress router of the next domain. For example,
in the scenario shown in Figure. 2, E3 and E5 may be one
router.

Fig. 2. The figure shows three aggregation domains (ADi). The regular
interior routers (Ci) do not have aggregate or caching properties. Packets may
only be aggregated in the edge routers (Ei).

IV.

L AYER 4

Transport connections interfere with each other when their
traffic ends up in the same bottleneck queue, via the delay
or loss that this queue produces. The most immediate method
to achieve LBE behavior is therefore to differentiate between
the packet types and accordingly treat them in a router that
contains a congested queue, e.g. using packet scheduling
mechanisms or Active Queue Management (AQM) functions
[17], or inform the senders to back off immediately upon queue
growth using ECN [18].
While being more than two decades old in context with
the introduction of Random Early Detection (RED) [19], new
AQM schemes such as CoDel [20] and PIE [21] have recently
been proposed with the aim to keep the latency on the Internet
low, and hence tackling the commonly known problem of
bufferbloat on the Internet [22]. Having that in mind, AQM
schemes can be customized to treat LBE traffic differently than
normal traffic generated by the subscriber e.g. using a different
set of marking/dropping thresholds for LBE traffic and/or with
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which is available in FreeBSD since version 9.0 as a pluggable
congestion control mechanism for TCP, LEDBAT can probably
not be correctly implemented as a one-sided change to TCP.
Such deployment considerations are important for the
LCD-Net LBE scenario because the LBE user’s stack is not
under control of the system. Here, we basically have two
choices for realizing a LBE service at the transport layer:
1)

2)

Split TCP connections [31] at the LBE AP such
that the AP acts like a receiver towards the remote
Internet node and a sender towards the LBE node for
downstream traffic, and like a receiver towards the
LBE node and a sender towards the remote Internet
node for upstream traffic. Then, whenever the AP acts
like a sender, sender-based LBE schemes could be
used, and whenever it acts like a receiver, receiverbased LBE schemes could be used.
Do not split TCP connections but monitor their delay
and change the TCP Receiver Window (rwnd) in
packets when needed to force the sender to slow
down. The Receiver Window is used by several of
the receiver-based schemes in [29].

This is only considering “normal” TCP connections between
the remote Internet node and the LBE node, not UDP or other
relatively common transports such as Multipath TCP [32] or
SCTP [33]. As with TCP, it should also be possible to intercept
such other traffic at the LBE router and affect it accordingly.
Note that it may be too cautious to always impose LBEoriented congestion control onto the LBE user: it is really only
necessary when the paying user is active, and even then, it is
actually only necessary when the two users share the same
bottleneck queue. Shared bottlenecks can be detected using
active or passive methods (cf. [34] and references therein),
but such schemes are not yet in widespread use, as they
have historically been regarded as either too hard to use
(too computationally intensive) or not reliable enough. This is
perhaps going to change now, as the RTP Media Congestion
Avoidance Techniques (RMCAT) IETF group is planning on
standardizing a shared bottleneck detection method for the sake
of WebRTC communication.
V.

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

C ONCLUSIONS

The LCD-Net paradigm – making LBE-style Internet access possible for everyone – has a noble goal. However,
in practice, it seems that very little well-functioning LBE
technology is in place in today’s networks. In particular, having
no interference whatsoever with the paying customer’s traffic
may be hard to achieve; instead, it may be worth trying to
quantify the degree of such interference. As we have seen in
this paper, problems exist at several layers – quite possibly also
the physical and application layer in addition to the three layers
that we have focused on. These challenges are not necessarily
obstacles that cannot be overcome, but it seems clear that a
significant amount of research is needed before all the right
LBE mechanisms can be put in place.
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